The following responses and/or clarifications shall apply to the Battery Park City Authority Request for Proposals for “Synthetic Turf Installation Services West Thames Lawn.” They are a result of matters discussed at the pre-proposal conference held on 8/25/15 and any questions received to date.

Questions: (answers to all questions are shown in Italics immediately after the question):

1. Are permits required? Soil movement, sidewalk closures etc.? Is the contractor responsible for these or any fees?
   Response: Obtaining any required permits, including but not limited to permits from the New York City Department of Transportation and/or New York State Department of Transportation will be the responsibility of the selected contractor, along with any associated fees.

2. The excavation and export of existing / [sic] soil is the responsibility of the contractor. Are we to Test the soils and assume that the soils are environmentally clean for export bidding purposes?
   Response: Given the recent completion date of the original construction, it should be assumed that the materials and soils are environmentally clean for bid purposes. Prior to the commencement of construction, the selected contractor should test and confirm.

3. The 3’-6” fence to be removed, is it being kept by the City or BPCA or disposed of by the contractor?
   Response: The contractor may attempt to resize the existing infill panels or construct new infill panels, at its option and as approved by the Owner. The intent is that, aside from the height, the new fence will match the existing fence. If the selected proposer decides to fabricate new panels, the five (5) existing panels will be retained by BPCA following their removal.

4. Are compaction / concrete as well as infiltration tests, by the contractor?
   Response: All testing will be arranged and paid for by the Contractor, with the exception of the infiltration tests. Section 01400 states that the Owner will pay for infiltration tests.

5. Where is Straw Wattle (detail 7 on L-3) to be installed?
   Response: The straw wattle must be located around the perimeter of the construction site and as appropriate to protect the surrounding areas against erosion and to control the migration of sediment. The selected proposer must also evaluate and provide protection within all contractor access areas and pathways, if and as necessary.

By signing the line below, I am acknowledging that all pages of this addendum have been received reviewed and understood, and will be incorporated into the bid price submitted. This document must be attached to the Proposal for consideration.
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